Flywheel

How to solve plugin conflicts

**Reminder:** Use a staging site or local environment for safe troubleshooting.

---

**Do you have access to WP-admin?**

- Yes
- No

**Install a simple (SFTP) program like FileZilla**

**Connect your website**

**Access your files to disable plugins & themes**

**Access your files to disable plugins & themes**

**Clear your cache**

**Can you access WP-admin?**

- Yes
- No

**Looks like a plugin conflict isn’t the cause. Contact your hosting provider for next steps**

**Check for a theme conflict by activating a default WP theme**

**Deactivate any incompatible plugins**

**Did the issues disappear?**

- Yes
- No

**You’re looking at a theme conflict. Reinstall your original theme, then uninstall your plugins one by one to find the**

**Time to test plugin conflicts start by deactivating all of them**

**Did that fix it?**

- Yes
- No

**You’re looking at a plugin conflict. Reactivate them one at a time to find the two that are conflicting**

**Replace and report the guilty plugins**

---

**Are all plugins compatible with your version of WordPress?**

- Yes
- No

**Make sure all plugins are updated to the latest version**

**Login to begin troubleshooting from the admin panel**

---

**Did that fix it?**

- Yes
- No

---

**Are all plugins compatible with your version of WordPress?**

- Yes
- No

**Did that help?**

- Yes
- No

**DID THAT FIX IT?**

- Yes
- No

---

**Clear the browser cache**

- Yes
- No

---

**Did that fix it?**

- Yes
- No

---

**Do you have access to WP-admin?**

- Yes
- No

**Install a simple (SFTP) program like FileZilla**

**Connect your website**

**Access your files to disable plugins & themes**

**Access your files to disable plugins & themes**

**Clear your cache**

**Can you access WP-admin?**

- Yes
- No

**Looks like a plugin conflict isn’t the cause. Contact your hosting provider for next steps**

**Check for a theme conflict by activating a default WP theme**

**Deactivate any incompatible plugins**

**Did the issues disappear?**

- Yes
- No

**You’re looking at a theme conflict. Reinstall your original theme, then uninstall your plugins one by one to find the**

**Time to test plugin conflicts start by deactivating all of them**

**Did that fix it?**

- Yes
- No

**You’re looking at a plugin conflict. Reactivate them one at a time to find the two that are conflicting**

**Replace and report the guilty plugins**

---

*Reminder: Use a staging site or local environment for safe troubleshooting.*